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INTRO:
First off, thank you for taking an interest in our documentary and for
reading this. We’ll try to make it quick.

The images and videos in this folder are available to use by media outlets.

The copyright to the content lies with EatSleep Media unless stated
otherwise.

We haven’t plastered copyright notices and rights captions on the content,
but we would please ask you to give credit where it is appropriate.

IMAGES:

Archive:

While making the film we got in touch with a photographer called Martin
Johnson.

Martin has an amazing archive of images, many of which have never been
published. As we were making the film we found out there were even
some images Martin didn’t realise he had.

We are extremely grateful to Martin for giving us access to his archive as it
helps to bring the film to life.

Where appropriate, images belonging to Martin are credited as such.

BTS:

Any images from the modern day and from a behind the scenes
perspective belong to EatSleep Media so please credit as such.

VIDEO:

Archive:



There is a mixture of archive football action, media reports and video from
other sources throughout the video.

We have permission to use the footage in the film and as part of the
promotional work.

Any archive footage in the clips we release for publicity purposes can be
used with credit to EatSleep Media but cannot be used for any other
purpose.

Again, we were delighted to uncover some previously unseen footage from
people we have talked to while making the film. It has been a real privilege
and we thank everyone who has helped us along the way.

Present day footage:
Any interviews or footage filmed in the present day belongs to EatSleep
Media so please credit us where appropriate.

OTHER REQUESTS:
Got a particular clip in mind, or an idea for a feature or interview you want
for your own title and no one else?

No problem, let’s have a chat about it and see what’s possible.

Please contact Alex Feeney, company director and co-founder of EatSleep
Media on 07779 669 250 or email alex@eatsleep.media.


